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Looking for something challenging but not impossible, something to bump up your kakuro

technique?Â  These medium-hard â€œgreenâ€• puzzles are just right for honing intermediate

skills.Â 
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I got started on these years ago. I did green, brown, black, and now I'm half-way through the

second-degree green. I like the green level best because it's not too easy and not too hard. The

black level (even though I'd worked up to it) was always so slow going and required far too much

thinking.Interestingly, I can do these puzzles without glasses (even though I need glasses to read). I

guess we process numbers and puzzles differently and so I can just lie in bed, sans glasses, and do

puzzles until I'm ready to sleep.

I absolutely love this series. It is a good size -- easy for travel or just use at home. I use mine as a

travel journal of sorts. I take it on trips and as I do each puzzle I record the date and what I did that

day. Fun to look back at. I had done all the first degree books and was excited to see the new

second degree series out! The puzzles are a good size and print is easy to read. After finishing 6 of

these books I am yet to find an error. I used to be a suduko player, but got bored. These books



have kept my interest for quite awhile. It takes me about a year to finish each book. I've done

several different books over the years and this series has been by far my favorite.

I am no dummy, but these puzzles are VERY hard! I have done Kakuro before. These are supposed

to be the second from the easiest level, but they were extremely difficult. Try the 'White Belt'

volume. It is still difficult, but not as hard as these puzzles.

I used to do these puzzles all the time in Games and World of Puzzles but hadn't found them else

where until now. Love them!These are harder than White Belt but still doable for me.It has all

answers so when I go off track, I can use the answers to figure out how much to erase and redo.

Had been looking for cross sums book when came across these martial art puzzle series. It's great.

Only wish they would provide a number combination list but easy enough to find one on -line. They

are challenging enough without being too difficult.

If you're a Kakuro fan this book is a must. Actually, it is the fourth book in the progressively harder

and harder series. If you're a beginner, start with While Belt, then move up to a comfortable level.

suggested these books for me because I purchased the first four. I immediately pre-ordered this

book and the other 3 levels because I had so much fun with the first four books. These are just as

good! Best Kakuro books I have ever used.

I found this puzzle book challenging at first and still challenging when I finished it. The green belt

designation threw me at first as it felt more like a brown belt book. I started taking a long time to

complete a puzzle but improved as time went on.
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